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IL I·iONDO LAUNCHES ATTACKS ON WORKING CLASS 

Oct. 10 (IPS)--Key Italian Rockefeller agent Ugo La Malfa's por
nographic rag II Hondo carried a two-pronged attack on the work
ing class this�eek. First the Oct. 10 II r10ndo paints Rockefel
ler's fascist planning in "geopolitical dimensions." Recent Ital
ian political events are exposed as a preplanned IIscenarioll where 
unwitting players merely perform lithe roles that are assigned to 
them." As in Chile, the outworn carcass of the Christian Democrac� 
is ready to be shed in the "construction of a different world," 
while the Communists are being groomed European-wide for Allende's 
ignominious fate. · . . • -:<' '" � 

The diversionary 'fluff which occupies the major portion of 
Italian press and political discussion today--such as the heated 
discussion around the question of NATO bases--flappears a topic of 
secondary importance.1I The only topic that matters is the subju
gation of the working class. 

It is therefore no accident that the same II Mondo issue 
which confidently bares its fangs to impotent left leadership car
ries an editorial attack on Rockefeller's one opponent in the 
world today: the Labor Committees. The editorial attack, however, 
only confirms the enormous political influence of the miniscule 
Italian Labor Committees. Its purpose is to begin setting the 
stage for a future frameup of the Labor Committees as Red Brigade
style terrorists. II Hondo writes: "This loss of the sense of 
reality, united wit�a continual flight to the left, can only have 
two outcomes: either fatigue • • •  or a further shift to the left in 
armed revolt, because the machine gun--finally--is something real." 

La £'ialfa, head of the Republican Party in Italy, is a kno\'1n 
CIA agent, as the �abor Committees have documented thoroughly in 
the past. The European Labor Committees are taking steps to en
sure that this terror attempt on the part of La Malfa's employees 
backfires. 

GANNIB..'\LISr� n� HONDURAS 
""', 

Sept. 26 (IPS)--In a report from Mexico City today, it was dis
closed that 25,000 Hondurans, stranded in the midst of the rav
ages left by Hurricane Fifi, "have begun to commit suicide and eat 
the decaying bodies of their friends and family, because no food 
or relief is being provided.1i Thousands are fighting each other 
with machetes for any edible object they can find. 

A further report Sept. 27 stated: "300,000 people are damned 
to die in the next 24 hours." 

Gabriel Restrepo, special representative of the Organization 
of American States, proclaimed that "from now on, for every minute 
that passes, three people will die in Honduras for lack of food." 

The united States has denied helicopters, food, and medical 
personnel as one-third of a whole nation is forced into cannibal
izing itself out of existence. 
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